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Accelerated integration into the international
community has turned China’s major cities
into cradles for a new urbanized culture, of
which consumption of visual culture is a major
aspect. China’s societal progress and economic
development are also reflected in its contemporary
art. At the turn of the millennium, the generation
born around the eighties began to appear in art
circles. Their works express fresh visual images
and a clearly individual artistic language, most
obvious in their acute attunement with a masterful
depiction of contemporary metropolitan culture
embodying infinite enthusiasm, energy and
imagination, as well as boldness and independence
of character. Outstanding among the most powerful
avant-garde artists of the forth art generation is
Beijing based Zang Kunkun (*1986) which Mai 36
Galerie is proud to represent since 2017.

Mark Rothko in Socialism (II), 2020
acrylic on canvas, perspex
120 x 92 x 6 cm

Zang’s artistic expression is a universal one,
enabling an easy access to appreciate his work.
The material he uses are mostly typical for his
immediate surrounding in Beijing. Since what he
finds and includes are mostly industrial materials,
such as aluminum, bricks, ropes, wood, leather
and sand cloth amongst others, he lets these
vehicles document and describe the state of a
build-up nation and the people being engulfed by
it. On a philosophical and societal level, it is the
state of man in a fast-paced world, experiencing
the pressure of his own doing and having to live
in his self-created anthropogenic world. On a
material-related level, it is the rigid definitions of
traditional media, such as paintings and sculptures,
that the artist breaks through by subtly and
satirically altering their forms and, consequentially,
challenges our understanding thereof. He
calculates compositions and draws, he paints and
moulds, he mounts and assembles, he screws and
pastes. As a result, Zang Kunkun does not want
the beholder to categorize what they see or feel. It
is precisely here where the ambitions of Zang lie;
maintaining the power to imagine and to control.
Zang Kunkun’s approach may be interpreted as
a sublimation of the mediocrity of life or as the
conscious appropriation and scrutiny of western
classics.

Barnett Newman in Socialism - Red on Red (II), 2020
acrylic on mall opening promotion poster with frame,
antique copper jewellery ornament, perspex
framed 181 x 81 x 9.5 cm

Red on Red * Soar * China 8, 2020
acrylic on Huawei promotion poster with
frame, oil pastel, perspex
framed 171 x 81 x 9.5 cm

Zang Kunkun (*1986 in Qingdao, Shandong
Province, China) lives and works in Beijing. His
work was shown at a solo exhibition in 2018 and
in 2017 in the group exhibition Ian Anüll, Jacobo
Castellano, Zang Kunkun at Mai 36 Galerie.
The image of Barnett Newman in Socialism (VII)
is taken from the image of luxury trash bins that
are commonly seen in the lobby of five-stars
hotel in China. The application of long straight
lines and short curves is the Western Bauhaus
aesthetic concept transmitted into China. After
its localization, the style has become a “short, flat
and fast” super pragmatism. The artist altered the
original proportion of the image of the trash bin
and incorporated the Newman’s work “Canto XII,
from 18 Cantos” whose proportion was elongated
(including the color stones for extinguishing
cigarettes painted on the upper right and left
corners, and the marble coating on the right. They
both would guide the audience’s focus outward),
tending to a monumental look.
The artist chose the pure bronze coin of the lowest
value – the US one cent coin, whose color shade is
the closest to the color of the trash bin and formed
the special year number “2020” to complete the
meaning of this monument. The component “2020”
not only extends the main image (two-dimentional
combined with three-dimensional), but also traces
the methodology of the artist’s previous works by
combining ready-made objects with painting. The
form of the work has evolved into: “This is no longer
a trash bin”.

Barnett Newman in Socialism (VII), 2019-2020
acrylic on linnen with frame, US one cent coin
222 x 175 x 10 cm

Untitled, 2020
Acryl auf rezyklierten Becherhalter, Nylon Riemen
sculpture 21 x 23 x 11.5 cm

Who is Afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue (VI) is
also created based on the proportion of Barnett
Newman’s works. After strict calculation, the artist
altered the image of a trash bin for public places
in China into the proportion of Barnett Newman’s
works.

Who is Afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue (VI), 2019-2020
acrylic on paper with frame perspex
72.5 x 83 x 7 cm

This work referred to the work Phase of
Nothingness by artist Sekine Nobuo who often
uses stainless steel as work materials. The dark
blue segment in the middle of the painting which
is close to the black color in Newman’s work is
interestingly using the reflective nature of stainless
steel to express, just like an image left by a
phantom after its departure.

This work follows the previous works’ structure way
and style on how to process the image of the object
“trash bin”. However, it has already gone beyond
the actual proportion and color combination of
Newman’s works and become free. The artist was
inspired by the advertising images of products on
Taobao (China’s largest online shopping platform).
Like those Renaissance masters dealt with
landscapes or portraits, the artist uses the golden
ratio to calculate the relation of close and distant
view. He processed an image as if he was painting a
classical sacred portrait. A trash bin, the beautiful
scenery and a classical golden frame compose an
absurd scene. (The title “Landscrafts” means local
customs and traditions)

Landschafts Portrait, 2020
acrylic on canvas with frame, perspex
116.5 x 89 x 11 cm

“The zipper painting” is a joking appellation to
Barnett Newman’s works by Western art critic. The
“sublime” colors were painted layers upon layers
on recycled polystyrene foam. The stainless nylon
straps are used to tie up the foam in case it may fall
apart and also to show a sense of temporality.

Zipper Painting on Foam, 2020
acrylic on foam, stainless nylon straps
sculpture 52 x 26 x 46 cm

Self-Portrait - The Secret of Newman is also based
on common roll-up banners in China. According to
the proportion of Barnett Newman’s works, after
strict calculation, the artist converted the cheap
roll-up banner to the proportion of Newman’s
works, borrowing the expressions “a glimpse of the
sublime” from Newman’s works and “suprematism”
from Malevich’s. The artist imagined the painting to
be the back of Newman’s work and also to be the
structure of the painting easel in Rembrandt’s selfportrait.
The previous works inspired by Newman’s works
are all front side. This last work was given a
“glamorous turnaround” by the artist. The content
on the front side is hidden.

Self-Portrait - The Secret of Newman, 2020
acrylic on linen with frame, pespex
73 x 53 x 7 cm

The new works reveal an inherent contradiction
between interior and exterior: a beautiful outer
shell, empty within. It is a metaphor that may well
be applied to the current situation in the world,
for are these works that address capitalism,
consumerism, value systems and modernity
Soft Matter (II), 2015-2018
canvas, acrylic, sand, glue, copper, leather
ca. 220 x 80 x 20 cm

The End or the Beginning, 2019
acrylic on canvas
2 parts, total 184.5 x 160 x 4 cm

Barnett Newman in Socialism - Red on Red, 2019-2020
acrylic on shopping mall promotion poster with frame, perspex
110 x 83 x 9 cm

Barnett Newman in Socialism (VI), 2019
acrylic on linnen with frame, perspex
framed 93 x 83 x 8.5 cm

